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CED Stone chief gives views on using British stone 
 
In this article, CED Stone Group Managing Director Giles Heap discusses the advantages 
of using British stone: 
 
We all know that the UK currently imports huge amounts of stone from China and India. Interestingly 
though, for commercial and public realm projects, we are seeing more and more clients choose 

European stone over Indian or Chinese stone despite the higher associated costs. Why? More often 
than not this is simply because quality European stone from countries like Spain, Portugal, Italy, 

Germany and France can be imported with quicker lead times. 
 
Geologically speaking, the variety and sheer scale of production for many stones available from the 

Far East, often make them a more economical choice, and in the last couple of decades huge 
investment in production and environmental systems have enabled better production and 
workmanship capabilities than ever before, however the size of the industry is leading to more and 

more “standard” materials simply being quarried out, with new and supposedly “equivalent” sources 
being brought online in a matter of months. Combine this with the influence of local politics on the 
stone industry in China specifically, and it becomes almost impossible to specify stone from China for 

schemes that are likely to run for any length of time.  

 
Although we are very fortunate to have a very diverse range of building stones in the UK, we have a 

much smaller range of usable stone materials to choose from for paving, and there are even fewer 
suitable options available for building commercial or public realm landscapes with traffic. As such, we 
will never be fully self-sufficient when it comes to supplying natural stone paving for hard 

landscaping, simply because we do not have enough resources to satisfy our own demand for natural 
stone. The planning permission process for establishing a new quarry in the UK is exceptionally 
lengthy, although once given, a British quarry will be less likely to be closed arbitrarily and as such, 

will usually offer a more reliable, long-term supply of stone than many cheaper imported stones, 
often making British stone a more sure choice for specification in long-term projects that may be 

expected to run over many years. 
 
So what quality British stones are available now? Caithness is a riven stone with dark grey and brown 

tones from the North of Scotland. There’s also a stunning new Green Schist from the West Coast of 
Scotland. Whinstone from Central Scotland is a popular material for kerbs and setts due to its dark 
colours and strength. Grampian Granite from the North East of Scotland is ideal for both commercial 

and domestic projects (as seen in at Ruskin Square, London – pictured). 
 
England’s classic Yorkstone in all its formats is one of Britain’s most renowned natural stone 

resources. Delabole Slate, Cornish Granite, Monmouth Red Sandstone, Cumbrian Slates, Purbeck 



 

Limestone, Portland Limestone, Forest of Dean Pennant, Welsh Blue Pennant, Welsh Slates and Irish 

Sandstones are all great options from our own doorstep. 
 
Some projects require larger quantities of materials quickly which European stone is perfect for, 

however this may be problematic in the not-too-distant future. Whatever Brexit “deal” transpires, 
importing from the EU is likely to become more expensive with longer lead times. Increased customs 
administration, exchange rates and delays at ports will all contribute to a rise in prices.  

 
Maybe now is the time to look again at the best of British? 
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